Indigenous literature

FICTION

†Desert writing : stories from country  F DESE
Becoming Kirrali Lewis / Jane Harrison  SF HARR
The disappearance of Ember Crow / Ambelin Kwaymullina  F KWAY
The interrogation of Ashala Wolf / Ambelin Kwaymullina  F KWAY
The Binna Binna man / Meme McDonald & Boori Pryor  F MCDO
My Girragundji / Meme McDonald & Boori Pryor  F MCDO
Njunjul the sun / Meme McDonald  F MCDO
Journey to the stone country / Alex Miller  SF MILL
Sister heart / Sally Morgan  F MORG
Fog a dox / Bruce Pascoe  F PASC
Follow the rabbit-proof fence / Doris Pilkington  F PILK
Maybe tomorrow / Boori Pryor  F PRYO
That deadman dance / Kim Scott & Humphrey Bower  F SCOT
†Where the shoreline used to be  F WHER
Swallow the air / Tara June Winch  F WINC
Carpentaria / Alexis Wright  F WRIG
The swan book / Alexis Wright  SF WRIG

Blackfella whitefella / Neil Murray  PB MURR
My island home / Neil Murray  PB MURR
Shake a leg / Boori Pryor  PB PRYO
Nyuntu ninti (what you should know) / Bob Randall  PB RAND
Too many Captain Cooks / Alan Tucker  PB TUCK
Side by side / Alan Tucker  PB TUCK
Homelands and frontiers / Alan Tucker  PB TUCK
Corroboree / Angus Wall  PB WALL

NON-FICTION TEXTS

The little red yellow black book : an introduction to Indigenous Australia / Bruce Pascoe 305.89915 PAS
Heartsick for country: stories of love, spirit and creation / Sally Morgan 398.20994 HEA
Aboriginal myths, legends and fables / compiled by A.W. Reed† 398.20994 REE
Aboriginal stories / compiled by A.W. Reed† 398.20994 REE
The giant devil dingo / Dick Roughsey 398.20994 ROU
The rainbow serpent / Dick Roughsey 398.20994 ROU
Noongar Mambara Bakitj / Kim Scott 398.20994 SCO
Banana bird and the snake man / Percy Tresize 398.20994 TRE
This country anytime, anywhere : an anthology of new indigenous writing from the Northern Territory / Karl Jabbanbi Dank A820.8089915 COU
Macquarie PEN anthology of Aboriginal literature / Anita Heiss & Peter Minter A820.8089915 MAC
Antipodes : poetic responses  A821.008 ANT

PICTURE BOOKS

Why I love Australia / Bronwyn Bancroft  PB BANC
Fair skin blackfella / Renee Fogy  PB FOGO
The lost girl / Ambelin Kwaymullina  PB KWAY
Yirruwa Yirrilkenuna-langwa : when we go walkabout / Rhoda Lalara  PB LALA
Sam’s bush journey / Sally Morgan  PB MORG

Inside my mother / Ali Cobby Eckerman A821.3 ECK
First born and other poems / Jack Davis A821.3 DAV
My people / Oodgeroo Noonuccal A821.3 NOO
Do not go around the edges / Daisy Utemorrah A821.3 UTE
We are going / Oodgeroo Noonuccal A821.3 WAL
Plays from black Australia / Bob Maza A822.308 BLA
Inside black Australia : an anthology of Aboriginal poetry / Kevin Gilbert A821.308 GIL
Itinerant blues / Samuel Wagan Watson A821.4 WAT
Contemporary indigenous plays / Cleven, Vivienne and Jane Harrison A822.3 CON
Kullark; and The dreamers / Jack Davis A822.3 DAV
The dreamers / Jack Davis A822.3 DAV
The 7 stages of grieving / Wesley Enoch A822.3 ENO
Stolen / Harrison, Jane A822.3 HAR
Master of the ghost dreaming / Mudrooroo Nyoongah* A823.3 NYO
Talking to my country / Stan Grant 994.0049915 GRA
Aboriginal heroes of the resistance : from Pemulwuy to Mabo / Paul Newbury 994.0049915 LAND:ABO
The Papunya School book of country and history 994.0049915 PAP
Dark Emu: black seeds – agriculture or accident? / Bruce Pascoe 994.0049915 PAS
Why weren't we told? / Henry Reynolds 994.0049915 REY
Stories of the stolen generation / Marji Hill 994.0049915 STO:HIL
Is that you, Ruthie? / Ruth Hegarty 994.0049915082 HEG
Bittersweet journey / Ruth Hegarty 994.0049915082 HEG
My place / Sally Morgan 994.0049915082 MOR
Wanamurrany : the story of Jack McPhee / Sally Morgan 994.0049915082 MOR

Indigenous literature

Wyndham, yella fella / Reginald Birch 920 BIRC
Born to run : my story / Cathy Freeman 920 FREE
All my mob / Ruby Langford Ginibi 920 GIN
Am I black enough for you? / Anita Heiss 920 HEIS
Under the Wintamarr tree / Doris Pilkington 920 PILK
Who am I? The diary of Mary Talence, Sydney 1937 / Anita Heiss 920 TAL
Kayang and me / Kim Scott 920 SCOT

Indigenous literature

City of Sydney : Aboriginal History / http://www.cityofsydney.nsw.gov.au/learn/sydyne-
history/aboriginal-history

Indigenous literature: Film Texts

Rabbit-proof fence [film]  DVC + DVD E030
Yolngu boy [film]  DVD E040
Bush mechanics [TV series]  DVD E060
Twelve canoes [film]  DVC + DVD H682a & b, 683a
Redfern Now [TV series] – Series 1 & 2  DVC + DVD (various)
Jedda [film]  DVD H743
Mabo : life of an island man  DVC
Walkabout [film]  DVD E370
Beneath clouds [film]  DVC
Samson and Delilah [film]  DVD H397
First Contact [TV series] / Darren Dale & Rachel Perkins  DVC
The Sapphires [film] / Wayne Blair  DVC + DVD H691
Bran Nue Dae [film] / Rachel Perkins  DVC + DVD H621
One night the moon [film] / Rachel Perkins  DVC + DVD R032a
Australia [film] / Baz Luhrmann  DVC + DVD H363
The tracker [film] / Rolf de Heer  DVC + DVD E558
Who killed Malcolm Smith? [documentary] / Frankland, Richard  DVC + DVD 599a

† Contains works by both indigenous and non-indigenous authors
‡ Non-indigenous author/editor/compiler
*Claims of indigenous ancestry have been publically repudiated by the Elders of the Nyoongah community (to which he claims kinship), based on family history research which found no evidence of Aboriginal ancestry.